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Under the influence of L1 writing studies, attentio n has shifted from writing 
product to writing process in recent L2 writing res earch. This research has 
revealed more similarities than differences in the writing processes of L1 and 
L2 writers, and has drawn special attention to the contrast between the writing 
processes of skilled and unskilled L2 writers, whic h appear to be very similar 
to those of their respective L1 counterparts. As an  implication of such 
findings, similar instructional approaches for L1 a nd L2 writers have been 
proposed. However, the exaggerated attention attach ed to the shift from product 
to process has concealed important differences betw een L1 and L2 writers, 
including differences in writing process. This can have unfortunate implications 
for L2 writing instruction, especially in relation to skilled writers using L2. 
Differences between L1 and L2 writing that process- oriented instruction has not 
addressed will be described here, and further resea rch at the intersection of 
process and product will be proposed as a means of improving instruction for 
skilled writers using L2. 
 

1.  Introduction 
 
Among the various discoveries made after attention shifted from writing equated 
to written text (writing product) to writing equate d to the activities out of 
which a written text emerges (writing process), the  one considered most 
significant was the revelation that skilled and uns killed writers tend to 
behave differently during the activity of writing ( Stallard 1974, Pianko 1979, 
Rose 1980, Sommers 1980 & 1981, Perl 1980, Flower a nd Hayes 1981, Faigley and 
Witte 1981, Wall and Petrovsky 1981) 1. Skilled writers normally take different 
audiences into account, plan more, reassess and rev ise their plans while 
writing, reread their texts as they write, are conc erned with revising meaning 
before form, and are generally able to do this recu rsively, i.e., any of these 
activities can be embedded within any other. Follow ing the above discoveries, 
the complex mental activities which take place in t he mind of the writer began 
to be acknowledged, and the writing processes of sk illed writers began to be 
seen as part of what unskilled writers needed to un derstand. The change 
coincided with a much felt need to reassess traditi onal product-oriented 
methods of teaching second language writing, which in the early eighties were 
criticized on the grounds that they failed to addre ss writing problems which 
transcended the domain of grammatical accuracy (Zam el 1982, Watson 1982 and 
Raimes 1983). 
 
In this context, much of the theory, research metho dology and pedagogical 
implications concerning second language writing wer e imported from first 
language writing studies. This has greatly contribu ted to the understanding of 
what L1 and L2 writing have in common. The shift of  attention from product to 
process in L2 writing research, however, has concea led product-related 
differences between the two which have significant process implications. In the 
first part of the present paper I will describe suc h differences, and argue 
that the exaggerated importance attached to the wri ting product/writing process 
dichotomy is at the root of the misconception that the similarities between L1 
and the L2 writing processes call for similar proce ss-oriented writing 
pedagogies for L1 and L2 writers. In the second par t I will argue that high-
proficiency/skilled writers using L2 are the ones w ho have suffered most as a 
result of this misconception, and that there is muc h that they can learn from 
pedagogies which draw on writing process and writin g product simultaneously. 
 
2.  Similarities and differences in L1 and L2 writing 
 



The findings of second language writing process res earch pointed  above all to 
the striking similarities between L1 and L2 writing . Zamel (1983) analysed the 
writing processes of six advanced proficiency ESL w riters and reported that the 
skilled writers in the group - those who did not fi nd the activity of writing 
"in and of itself problematic" - manifested a more sophisticated understanding 
of the process of writing in a way which very much resembled how skilled L1 
writers behaved during the activity of writing. Rai mes (1985) concluded that 
the writing processes of the unskilled L2 writers s he analysed were very 
similar to those of unskilled L1 writers. Arndt (19 87) found that the writing 
behaviour of her skilled and unskilled Chinese writ ers of English remained 
relatively constant, irrespective of whether they w rote in Chinese or in 
English.  
 
In contrast to the widespread attention the similar ities in L1 and L2 writing 
processes have received, to my knowledge the only d ifference between L1 and L2 
writing that has been adequately documented in the writing process literature 
is that L2 writers do not appear so inhibited as L1  writers by their own 
mistakes and attempts to correct them (Raimes 1987) . This does not mean I wish 
to imply that writing process research must have mi ssed out some fundamental 
point in comparing the writing processes of L1 and L2 writers. On the contrary, 
I believe the evidence so far collected suggests th at there are apparently more 
similarities than there are differences in the writ ing processes of the two. In 
other words, second language writing process resear ch has simply disclosed 
little evidence of, rather than neglected, any sign ificant differences there 
might be in the writing processes of L1 and L2 writ ers. The point I am trying 
to make is that the more serious problems that L2 b ut not L1 writers experience 
have to do primarily with linguistic proficiency, b ut it is important to note 
that this can also indirectly constrain their writi ng processes. 
 
The most obvious of the differences between L1 and L2 writers which does not 
immediately have to do with writing process is that  of linguistic competence. 
This competence is usually associated with writing products, for the texts by 
L2 writers are normally dotted with a lot more erro rs than those by L1 writers 
with equivalent writing skills. It is not, however,  just the writing products 
of L2 writers that are affected by low second langu age proficiency. Low 
proficiency L2 writers have to overcome lexical and  syntactical barriers that 
simply do not concern their L1 counterparts to the same extent. As a 
consequence of such additional linguistic barriers,  their writing processes too 
may suffer. According to Widdowson (1983), the non- automation of the syntactic 
rules of a language can have a negative effect upon  the writer's ability to 
deal with its discourse function because his mental  resources will be overly 
preoccupied with achieving linguistic correctness. Similarly, Daiute (1984) 
found that the automation of certain aspects of wri ting such as syntax and 
access to lexis can drastically reduce the burden u pon the writer's short-term 
memory, and in consequence allow more space for com peting higher-level mental 
activities that take place during writing. 
 
There is another important, if less obvious, differ ence between L1 and L2 
writers which on the surface has little to do with writing process. It is a 
well documented fact in the literature that differe nt languages are governed by 
different discourse conventions (Kaplan 1972, 1983;  Guillemin-Flescher 1981; 
Clyne 1984; Regent 1985 - to cite only a few exampl es). It is also recognized 
that these conventions can be transferred from L1 t o L2 (Kaplan 1983; 
Rutherford 1983). Scarcella (1984) found that altho ugh knowledge of L2 
discourse conventions more or less correlates with second language proficiency, 
the discourse of high-proficiency L2 writers can st ill be significantly 
different from that of L1 writers. In other words, there appears to be an upper 
limit to such a correlation in the sense that high- proficiency L2 writers can 
also experience the additional difficulty of not kn owing enough about the 
discourse conventions of the L2. Zamel (1983) repor ted that even her high-
proficiency L2 writers who behaved like skilled wri ters - because they 



understood the recursive nature of writing - experi enced difficulties and 
frustrations in relation to stylistic choices in L2 . She does not, however, 
seem to have attached much importance to the possib ility that the decision-
making protocol of the writer could be related to h is knowledge of discourse, 
and that the difficulties and frustrations her high -proficiency L2 writers 
experienced with respect to stylistic choices could  also indirectly constrain 
their writing processes.  
 
While writing according to the discourse convention s of any particular genre 
can be second nature to L1 writers who are familiar  with the genre in question, 
L2 writers who are familiar with the discourse conv entions of an equivalent 
genre in their L1 cannot blindly rely on their L1 i ntuitions when writing in 
L2. If they do, then it is likely that their writin g products will suffer 
negative transfer. To take a bi-directional example  of what could be the 
consequences of such transfer, Clyne (1984) has poi nted out that texts by 
German-speaking scholars are generally perceived as  being longwinded, opaque 
and partially irrelevant by their English-speaking counterparts and, 
conversely, that texts by English-speaking scholars  tend to be seen as 
simplistic and laymanlike in the eyes of their Germ an-speaking colleagues. If, 
on the other hand, L2 writers try to make use of L2  discourse conventions, 
writing according to L2 discourse conventions can r epresent an additional 
burden on their mental activities during the writin g process because for them 
this is not necessarily a question of writing withi n well-learned formats. In 
other words, attempts to incorporate the convention s of a foreign rhetorical 
system can constrain writing processes in the same way as attempts to 
incorporate foreign lexis and syntax. 
 
It therefore seems that in having attached so much importance to the writing 
process/product dichotomy, process research has pai d too little attention not 
only to the two fundamental product-related differe nces between L1 and L2 
writers - strictly linguistic competence and knowle dge of language-specific 
discourse conventions - but also to the process imp lications these differences 
might have. This brings me to the second point of t his discussion, namely, that 
those who have called for similar pedagogical appro aches for L1 and L2 writers 
have failed to take into account such differences b etween the two. 
 
When it comes to assessing the repercussions of sec ond language writing process 
research upon second language writing pedagogies, t he emphasis placed on the 
product/process dichotomy and the consequent undue emphasis assigned to the 
similarities in the writing processes of L1 and L2 writers is at the root of 
the following misconceived claims: 
 
"approaches to the teaching of composition ESL teac hers may 

have felt only appropriate for native speakers [... ] may be 
effective for teaching all levels of writing, inclu ding ESL 
composition"  
(Zamel 1982:203) 
 
"significant similarities in pedagogical applicatio ns are 
called for." 
(Krashen 1984:38) 
 
"... the similarities noted between the processes o f ESL 
student writers and native-speaker students suggest  that many 
of the teaching techniques recommended for L1 stude nts are 
appropriate for L2 learners as well." 
(Raimes 1987:460) 
 
The first flaw in the above reasoning is one of inc onsistency. While process 
research has acknowledged the non-trivial distincti on between the writing 
processes of skilled and unskilled writers (using L 1 or L2) in drawing attention 



to the similarities between L1 and L2 writers, it h as failed to see the 
importance this distinction might have in relation to L2 writing instruction 2. 
To put it differently, unskilled writers using L2, just like unskilled writers 
using L1, may indeed benefit from learning about wh at skilled writers do when 
they write. To help these L2 writers become aware o f their audiences, to help 
them realize that writing is a process of discoveri ng meaning, that it is 
recursive, that planning a text is important, that plans should be flexible, 
that revision should give priority to meaning, and that editing is merely a 
matter of polishing an already well-planned text, m ight have a positive effect 
not only on their L2 writing products, but even the ir L1 texts might benefit 
from such type of instruction 3. However, in theory this would also mean that 
skilled writers using L2, just like skilled writers  using L1, should find 
process-oriented instruction redundant. After all, to teach skilled writers how 
to plan a text from scratch and all else the activi ty of writing involves is to 
teach them what they already know. The theoretical implication of this rationale 
is therefore that, in the same way as skilled write rs using L1, skilled writers 
using L2 do not need any writing instruction.  
 
The differences in the writing of L1 and L2 writers  referred to earlier in this 
paper suggest that not only high and low proficienc y unskilled  writers using L2 
but also high and low proficiency skilled  writers using L2 can benefit from L2 
writing instruction. Or rather, if one recognizes t hat L2 writing is based upon 
both the axis of proficiency and the axis of writin g skill, it should be obvious 
that L2 writing instruction must distinguish betwee n at least the four extreme 
combinations along them (c.f. figure 1 below).  
 
Figure 1-: The four extreme combinations along the axes of writing 
          proficiency and skill 
 
                        SKILL(+) 
                          | 
proficiency(-)/skill(+)   |   proficiency(+)/skill( +) 
                          | 
                          | 
                          | 
PROFICIENCY(-)------------|--------------PROFICIENC Y(+) 
                          | 
                          | 
                          | 
 proficiency(-)/skill(-)  |   proficiency(+)/skill( -) 
                          | 
                        SKILL(-) 
 
The inconsistency factor of process-oriented L2 wri ting instruction therefore 
lies in a failure to take into account the  differe nces in writing skill 
highlighted by process research. The consequent def iciency of L2 process-
oriented writing instruction is then its neglect of  the positive half of the 
axis of skill, for no distinction is made between s killed and unskilled L2 
writers: the emphasis placed on writing skills impl ies that both tend to be 
treated as if they were unskilled writers.  
 
Another deficiency seems to be that the supporters of L2 process-oriented 
instruction have interpreted the axis of proficienc y too narrowly. After all, as 
far as writing is concerned, proficiency is not lim ited to syntax and lexis; it 
also, and very significantly, includes knowledge of  L2 discourse conventions. 
What seems to have occurred is that such discourse knowledge has been implicitly 
perceived as belonging more to the axis of skill th an to the axis of 
proficiency. In other words, in failing to acknowle dge that not all discourse 
conventions are language-universals, the discoursal  problems of L2 writers have 
often been perceived as problems of writing skills rather than as problems of 
second language proficiency. For example, after Rai mes (1987) described the 



revision of both her skilled and unskilled writers using L2 as being 
"haphazard", she proceeded to suggest that what the se writers needed most was 
further practice in relation to planning, writing, rereading, revising and 
editing. It seems that Raimes was unaware that what  could be "haphazard" to her 
could in fact be systematic in terms of her writers ' L1. This is not at all 
surprising, for more often than not one is so accus tomed to the schemata that 
govern the discourse conventions of one's native la nguage (Steffensen 1986) that 
one is likely to attach little significance to the possible transfer of schemata 
that govern the discourse conventions of other lang uages. If L1 discourse 
conventions which do not coincide with L2 conventio ns are transferred to L2 
texts, it is therefore not unlikely that they will be interpreted by native 
readers as a sign of lack of writing skills. Simila rly, it is not uncommon for 
an incoherent text by an L2 writer to be coherent i n terms of the way in which 
discourse is organized in his L1. It is very likely  that incoherence would in 
this case be seen more as a lack of understanding o f the notion of coherence 
than as a lack of understanding of how coherence ca n be realized in L2.  
 
Notwithstanding the above flaws, it is also true th at process-oriented L2 
pedagogies can deal with the problems of L2 writers  in general in a way which 
represents a considerable improvement on what produ ct-oriented pedagogies are 
able to offer. Indeed, the problems regarding pedag ogies which give special 
emphasis to written products are well known and fai rly uncontroversial. 
According to Raimes (1983), product-oriented approa ches to the teaching of L2 
writing tend to encourage learners to disregard con tent and produce 
grammatically accurate, but otherwise flat and unin teresting texts. For Zamel 
(1982), such approaches are overly preoccupied with  correctness and end up 
overlooking meaning and the ways ideas can be put d own on paper. Thus in 
addition to not having taken into account the axis of skill, product-oriented 
pedagogies also seem to have addressed only part of  the axis of proficiency. 
Because writing skills can affect writing products,  and because both syntactic 
and discoursal proficiency can constrain writing pr ocess, what is needed is not 
a backwards shift from process to product research,  but further research at the 
crossroads of the two.   
 

 
 
3.  What else can high proficency/skilled writers using  L2 learn? 

 
If on the one hand process-oriented instructional a pproaches to L2 writing have 
addressed mainly the skill(-) component of writing,  on the other hand product-
oriented instruction has concentrated on only a nar row aspect of its 
proficiency(-) component. The most urgent need in e xploring the intersection of 
process and product therefore seems to be to invest igate whether it can address 
the writing problems of proficiency(+)/skill(+) wri ters using L2 (c.f. figure 2 
below). 
 



Figure 2: Main emphasis of process and product-orie nted L2 writing 
          Instruction 
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      MAIN EMPHASIS OF PRODUCT-ORIENTED INSTRUCTION   
 
 
Neither process nor product-oriented L2 writing ped agogies have left much room 
for improvement in the writing of those who are alr eady skilled in terms of 
writing and proficient in terms of L2 syntax and le xis. While process-oriented 
pedagogies have given too much attention to teachin g these writers skills they 
already possess, product-oriented pedagogies have p romoted little more than 
standards of correctness these writers are already aware of. It would be 
interesting to see how much Clyne's (1984) German-s peaking scholars who were 
proficient in English would learn from EAP pedagogi es which "taught" them to 
become aware of their audiences and how to plan, wr ite, reread and revise their 
texts recursively by paying attention primarily to meaning. It would be equally 
interesting to see how much these writers would lea rn from pedagogies which 
encouraged them to avoid errors and write in a flat  and uninteresting way, or 
worse, only prized the standards of correctness of their texts while at the same 
time allowing them to go on being opaque, longwinde d and partially irrelevant. � 
 
As already implied in the first part of this paper,  what these writers seem to 
need most is to become aware of the discourse conve ntions of the genres they 
wish to master in L2, and then to be able to use th em in a way which does not 
have the washback side-effect of overburdening thei r minds during the activity 
of writing. Two conditions must be met if this is t o occur.  
 
First, both high-proficiency/skilled writers using L2 and their writing teachers 
must decentre from the discourse conventions of the ir L1 in order to accept that 
these conventions are not universal across language s. High-proficiency/skilled 
writers using L2 have often been heard to complain that their writing teacher 
told them to rewrite parts of their texts which the y thought were well written 
in the first place; conversely, EAP teachers have o ften been heard to complain 
that their feedback on specialist essays is sometim es declined on the grounds 
that they do not understand enough about the jargon  of certain disciplines. 
Obviously the trade-off between the L2 writer's kno wledge of subject and the EAP 
teacher's knowledge of language is not a straightfo rward matter (James 1984). 
However, many of these misunderstandings, I believe , occur when teachers and 
learners fail to decentre from the schemata which r ule the discourse conventions 
of their native languages. Recognizing that such co nventions are not universal 
could therefore help writers accept the comments of  their writing teachers more 
readily, and help writing teachers explain more cle arly not only what exactly it 
is that needs rewriting in L2 texts, but also how t hese texts can be rewritten 
in a way which conforms more to L2 discourse conven tions. For example, I believe 
Raimes' (1987) learners whose revision was "haphaza rd" would benefit a lot more 
if the problems in their texts were pointed out to them in an explicit and 
decentred way, and if they were then helped with th e discourse conventions and 
linguistic resources needed to address such problem s, than if they were simply 

Proficiency + 

Skill - 

Proficiency - 

Skill + 

Proficiency - 

Skill - 

Proficiency + 

Skill + 



given the opportunity of further planning, rereadin g and revising practice. To 
take another example, German learners of English co uld learn a lot more if their 
writing teachers provided them with explicit feedba ck on the pragmatic 
distinction between the use of simple and complex s entences in written English 
discourse than if their teachers simply told them t hat their style was 
longwinded, and asked them to rewrite their texts b earing this in mind 4.  
 
The second condition that must be met if the writin g of high- 
proficiency/skilled writers using L2 is to improve,  is to ensure first that 
these writers learn to see for themselves what in t heir texts does not conform 
to L2 discourse conventions, and then that they lea rn to revise their L2 texts 
on their own. If they are able to go over their pro ducts in this way first 
deliberately and later automatically 5, it may be possible to eradicate much of 
what overburdens their minds but not that of skille d L1 writers during the 
activity of writing.  
 
The reason why a pedagogy based on the above princi ples is neither process nor 
product-oriented but lies at the intersection of pr ocess and product is that 
both are needed for the two conditions mentioned to  be met. In terms of process, 
what is required is not to teach these writers how to plan, write, reread and 
revise their texts, but to draw on these recursive subprocesses of writing in 
order to provide them with decentred feedback at an y point during the activity 
of writing. In this way it is possible to train the m to apply the knowledge they 
have acquired from teacher-feedback while planning,  writing and rereading, and 
hence minimize the burden of what is left for them to rewrite in the final 
revision stage. In other words, it is not correctiv e feedback on a final draft 
alone that will help these learners improve their t exts; Robb et. al (1986) have 
shown this is of little consequence. For writers to  benefit from teacher 
feedback, feedback (not corrective, but of the type  described earlier) should be 
provided at any time it is required during the writ ing process, and preferably 
when doubts arise. After all, the doubts and proble ms that arise during the 
activity of writing seem to constitute the best opp ortunities for learning from 
someone else how to overcome them (Smith 1982). 
 
In terms of product, what is required is to draw th e attention of high-
proficiency/skilled writers using L2 to how the dis course of their L2 written 
products may sometimes be at variance with target l anguage conventions. One way 
this can be achieved is by training L2 writers to e ngage themselves in comparing 
the discourse conventions of texts by native speake rs with those of their own L2 
texts as they read. In this way it is possible for the former to develop a 
measure of ways in which their plans and drafts go against L2 discourse 
conventions, and hence learn to evaluate and revise  them in the absence of 
teacher feedback. According to De Beaugrande (1980: 286), 
 
"Learners who acquire workable standards for evalua ting their own 
prose as a protocol for decision-making need not re ly constantly 
on the teacher's feedback." 
 
Feedback-independence is important for two reasons.  Firstly, and most obviously, 
because L2 writers cease to receive teacher-feedbac k as soon as instruction is 
over. It is therefore crucial to ensure that writer s avoid becoming dependent on 
it. Secondly, and less obviously, feedback-independ ence in all stages of writing 
is important because it is a necessary condition fo r the use of L2 discourse 
conventions to become automatic, and in this way no  longer indirectly constrain 
the writing processes of L2 writers. According to D akin (1973:163), ultimate 
success is only achieved when "the learner can perf orm correctly without 
bothering to think why or how."  
 
The writing processes of high-proficiency/skilled w riters using L2 can only be 
said to be similar to those of skilled writers usin g L1 when the use of L2 



discourse conventions by the former becomes as auto matic as it is for the 
latter.  
 
 

4.  Conclusions 
 

In conclusion, I hope to have made it clear that co ncealed behind the 
similarities in the writing of L1 and L2 writers di sclosed by second 
language process research there are significant dif ferences and significant 
implications of such differences that must be ackno wledged by second language 
writing instruction. I cannot overly stress, howeve r, that the deficiencies of 
recent process-oriented pedagogies that have been p ointed out in this paper do 
not in any way mean that I am advocating a return t o traditional product-
oriented pedagogies. What is needed is further rese arch at the crossroads of 
process and product, which seems to constitute a ve ry promising point of 
departure for addressing the questions process rese arch has left unanswered. 
Particularly pressing in this respect is the need t o explore ways in which one 
can minimize the obstacles in the path of high-prof iciency/skilled writers using 
L2, who in recent years have been all but neglected  at the expense of the 
emphasis placed on the difficulties of unskilled wr iters using L2. 
 
 
Notes 
 
1.  In the studies referred to, the skilled writers wer e mostly those who took up 

writing as a profession and the unskilled writers w ere those enrolled in 
remedial writing courses in American universities.  

 
2.  To my knowledge, this distinction has not been adeq uately dealt with in the 

literature. Zamel, for example, has often referred to advanced or high-
proficiency L2 writers without making it sufficient ly clear whether this 
proficiency was relative to writing skill or to lin guistic competence or to 
both.   

 
3.  Process-oriented writing instruction is probably be neficial when the L1 of an 

unskilled writer using L2 is not a literate languag e or when it is more 
important for him to write in L2 than in L1. In bot h cases, writing skill is 
more relevant to the L2 context. Otherwise, the que stion of whether unskilled 
writers using L2 would benefit from process instruc tion conducted in L2 
rather than L1 is bound to raise much controversy w ith respect to its 
sociolinguistic implications. 

 
4.  Hamp-lyons and Heasley (1987) have most aptly drawn  attention to such a 

distinction in their EAP course book �Study Writing-. Similarly, Huckin 
(1983) has referred to the relationship between sen tence-complexity and the 
psycholinguistic phenomenon known as "level-effect" , in which readers tend to 
process text hierarchically, assigning less importa nce to subordinate 
elements low in the hierarchy than to titles, topic  sentences and other non-
subordinate elements high in the hierarchy. Given t hat the elements higher in 
the text-hierarchy have been shown to be easier to recall (Walker and Meyer 
1980), it is natural that the most important points  in a text should be 
expressed via non-subordinate, syntactically promin ent constructions. 
Although the "levels-effect" phenomenon could be a language-universal and 
therefore have little to do with the specific conve ntions of written English, 
Clyne (1984) has pointed out that German expository  texts are less 
hierarchical than English ones. This could mean tha t the "levels-effect" 
phenomenon is not so decisive in German as it is in  English, and that the 
readers of German do not depend so much on the cues  provided by text-
hierarchies. This could therefore explain in part w hy the texts by German 
writers seem longwinded in the eyes of native Engli sh readers.  



5.  The idea that conscious learning promotes non-consc ious development is not 
novel. Among its most prominent defenders is Vygots ky (1962). In contrast, 
Krashen and Terrel (1983) are radical opponents of such a view, for they 
maintain that second language development can only be achieved via the 
spontaneous acquisition route. One must remember, h owever, that unlike 
speakers, writers have considerably more time to pl an and modify want they 
want to say (Luria 1982). Before a text is finalize d, writers can use the 
permanent quality of written language to their adva ntage in order to rethink 
and rewrite their initial drafts. L2 writers who ha ve consciously learned to 
distinguish between what does and does not conform to the target language 
discourse conventions can utilize this knowledge to  reject the latter as they 
revise their plans and drafts, and this very reject ion can in turn be a 
learning experience. The next time they write the p robability of their having 
to reject again should be smaller. At length, this might enable L2 writers 
bridge the gap between a deliberate awareness and a  more spontaneous use of 
L2 discourse conventions. 
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